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INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
w x .  .Let A s a n, j g N be a real infinite matrix and let x , n g N ben j n
`  .a sequence of real numbers. If all the series  a x n g N as well asjs1 n j j
 ` .the sequence  a x , n g N converge, we putjs1 n j j
`
A y lim x s lim a x , 1 .n n j j
nª` nª` js1
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 .and we can look at 1 as at a result of a sequence-to-sequence transforma-
 .  ` .tion of x , n g N to  a x , n g N . In that case we say that then js1 n j j
 .sequence x , n g N is A-summable.n
`  .On the other hand, we can consider the series  x and look at 1 asns1 n
at a result of a series-to-sequence transformation of ` x tons1 n
 ` . a x , n g N . A matrix A such that A y lim x exists when-js1 n j j nª` n
ever ` x converges is called a b-matrix. We have the following lemmans1 n
 w x.Bosanquet 3, 4.2, I, p. 65 :
LEMMA. A is a b-matrix if and only if the following two conditions are
satisfied,
lim a s b g R, 2 .n j j
nª`
exists for e¨ery j g N, and
`
< <sup a y a - `. 3 . n j n , jq1
ngN js1
Moreo¨er, in that case we ha¨e
`
A y lim x s b s q b y b s y s , 4 .  .  .n 1 k kq1 k
nª` ks1
where s s k x and s s ` x .k js1 j ns1 n
Examples of b-matrices, transforming convergent series to null-
sequences, will be given below.
w xThe Chung's strong law of large numbers 2, p. 190 states the following.
 .Let Y , n g N be a sequence of independent random variables withn
 .EY s 0 for all n, and let c , n g N be a positive increasing sequencen n
tending to infinity. Let w : R ª R be a positive, even function such that
 . 2  .w x rx and x rw x are non-decreasing for x ) 0.
If
` E w Y .n
- `, 5 .
w c .nns1
`  .  .then  Y rc converges a.s. .ns1 n n
 .Let X , n g N be a sequence of independent random variables. Putn
 .  . 2  .Y s X y EX , c s n n g N , and w t s t . Then 5 becomesn n n n
` Var Xn
- `, 6 . 2nns1
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and this is the well known Kolmogorov's sufficient condition for the strong
law of large numbers.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above Chung's theorem
and to prove some results about almost sure A-summability for sequences
of independent random variables, where A is a suitable real infinite
matrix.
For a set S, by K we denote the indicator of S.S
RESULTS
w xWe first prove a generalization of Theorem 2 in 2, p. 190 .
 .THEOREM 1. Let Y , n g N be a sequence of independent randomn
 .¨ariables with EY s 0 for all n, and let c , n g N be a sequence ofn n
non-zero reals. Let w : R ª R be Borel functions and let a G 1, b F 2,n q q n n
 .K G 1, M G 1 n g N be constants satisfyingn n
w t w t .  .n 1 n 2
t F t « F K and1 2 na an nt t1 2
t bn t bn1 2F M . 7 .nw t w t .  .n 1 n 2
If
` `< < < <E w Y E w Y .  .n n n n
K - ` and M - `, 8 . n n< < < <w c w c .  .n n n nns1 ns1
then
` Yn
con¨erges a.s. . 9 .  . cnns1
 .  .Proof. Put Z s Y K n g N . It follows from 7 that on the setn n  <Y < - c 4n n
 < < < <4 < < 2 < < 2 < < bn < < bn   < <.  < <..x : x - c we have x r c F x r c F M w x rw c .n n n n n n n
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Thus we have
` 2 ` 2Z xn
E s dF x .  H Y2 2 n /c c< < < <x - cn nnns1 ns1
` < <w x .nF M dF x . Hn Yn< <w c< < < <  .x - c n nnns1
` < <E w Y .n nF M - `. n < <w c .n nns1
 < < < <4 < < < < < < a n < < a nOn the set x : x G c we have x r c F x r c Fn n n
  < <.  < <..K w x rw c . Using that and the fact that EY s 0, we getn n n n n
` `< <EZ 1n s x dF x .  H Yn< < < <c c < < < <x G cn n nns1 ns1
` < <w x .nF K dF x . Hn Yn< <w c< < < <  .x G c n nnns1
` < <E w Y .n nF K - `. n < <w c .n nns1
Finally we have
` `Yn
P G 1 s dF x .  H Yn 5c < < < <x G cn nns1 ns1
` < <w x .nF K dF x . Hn Yn< <w c< < < <  .x G c n nnns1
` < <E w Y .n nF K - `. n < <w c .n nns1
The statement now follows from Kolmogorov's three-series theorem.
Q.E.D.
w xRemark. Chung's theorem in 1 follows from Theorem 1 if we take
w s w, a s 1, b s 2, K s 1, and M s 1 for all n g N.n n n n n
Now we prove a few results of the strong law of large numbers type. In
fact we prove a few results about almost sure A-summability of sequences
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of independent random variables satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1,
where A is a suitable real infinite matrix.
 .THEOREM 2. Let X , n g N be a sequence of independent randomn
w x . ¨ariables. Let A s a n, j g N be a real infinite matrix, and let c , n gn j n
.N be a sequence of non-zero reals such that
lim a s 0 j g N 10 .  .n j
nª`
and
`
< <sup c a y c a - `. 11 . j n j jq1 n , jq1
ngN js1
 .  .Put Y s X y EX n g N . If the sequence Y , n g N satisfies condi-n n n n
 .  .  .tions 8 , for a sequence of functions w , n g N that satisfies conditions 7 ,n
then
a.s. A y lim X y EX s 0. 12 .  .  .n n
nª`
wProof. We shall use the idea of the proof of the Proposition in 1,
x w x .p. 159 . Put B s b n, j g N , where b s c a . By the Lemma, condi-n j n j j n j
 .  .tions 10 and 11 imply that B is a b-matrix transforming convergent
 .series to null-sequences. It follows that for every sequence x , n g N inn
R, ` x rc - ` impliesns1 n n
` bn j
lim x s A y lim x s 0. j ncnª` nª`jjs1
 .  .  .Since the sequence Y , n g N satisfies conditions 8 , the relation 9n
 .holds true, and 12 follows. Q.E.D.
The proofs of the next three corollaries are the same as the proofs of
w xsimilar statements in 1 , so we omit them.
w x . COROLLARY 1. Let a matrix A s a n, j g N and a sequence c , nn j n
.  .g N satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. Let X , n g N be a sequence ofn
 .independent random ¨ariables and let the sequence EX , n g N of theirn
 .  .means be A-summable. Put Y s X y EX n g N . If Y , n g N satisfiesn n n n
 .  .conditions 8 , for a sequence of functions w , n g N that satisfies condi-n
 .  .tions 7 , then X , n g N is a.s. A-summable and we ha¨en
a.s. A y lim X s A y lim EX . 13 .  .n n
nª` nª`
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 .COROLLARY 2. Let c , n g N be a sequence of positi¨ e real numbersn
increasing to q` . Then
n1
a.s. lim Y s 0, 14 .  . jcnª` n js1
 .for e¨ery sequence Y , n g N of independent random ¨ariables, with EY sn n
 .  . 0 n g N , and satisfying conditions 8 , for a sequence of functions w , n gn
.  .N that satisfies conditions 7 .
w x .  . COROLLARY 3. Let A s a n, j g N be the c, 1 -matrix a s 1rnn j n j
.  .for j F n, and a s 0 for j ) n , let X , n g N be a sequence of indepen-n j n
 .  .dent random ¨ariables, and let Y s X y EX n g N . If Y , n g N satis-n n n n
 .  .fies conditions 8 for a sequence of functions w , n g N that satisfiesn
 .  .  .conditions 7 with c s n n g N and if the sequence EX , n g N isn n
 .c, 1 -summable to a real number m, then we ha¨e
n1
a.s. lim X s m. 15 .  . jnnª` js1
w x w xFollowing 1 , we give two examples of b-matrices of the form c aj n j
 .  .which satisfy conditions 10 and 11 , and therefore by the Lemma of
Bosanquet they transform convergent series to null-sequences.
w xEXAMPLE 1. THE ABEL MATRIX. A s a is defined byn j
n j
a s , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . ; n g N. 16 .n j jq1n q 1 .
 .  .It is obvious that 10 holds true. If we take c s j j g N , c s 1, then itj 0
w x  .  ` .has been proved in 1 that 11 with  holds true.js0
w xEXAMPLE 2. THE BOREL MATRIX. A s a is defined byn j
n jeyn
a s , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . ; n g N. 17 .n j j!
 .  .’It is obvious that 10 holds true. If we take c s j j g N , c s 1,j 0
w x  .  ` .then it has been proved in 1 that 11 with  holds true.js0
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